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Introduction 

 

The major idea behind the Bayh-Dole act passed in 1980 was to move control of technology discovered 

under federal grant funding from the federal government itself to universities.  The goal was to speed 

development of new technology from university labs to the marketplace.  How that was to be done was not 

specified in the legislation nor was any new enabling funding provided.  The initial idea seems straight-

forward enough, but of course, implementation has been sporadic and variably effective.  By some 

estimates, the value of developed technology has been equivalent to approximately one or two percent of the 

initial research expense.  This, of course, raises questions about how effective technology transfer has been 

and how effective we should expect it to be.   This report is motivated by the desire to understand what is 

happening in technology transfer (TT) especially in the US.  What are the limitations and challenges in TT?  

Have they changed in recent years, especially after the shock in economic conditions beginning in 2007-

2008?   

 

At first (and second and third) impression, the literature on topics related to technology transfer is vast.  

Unfortunately, the literature is also scattered across many topics that do not hang together in a manner 

lending themselves to straight-forward interpretation.  More than 30 years have passed since the Bayh-Dole 

legislation jump-started TT, and we seem no closer now to understanding how much or what types of TT 

would be optimal.  This is partly the result of the jumps and often false starts regarding commercialization of 

new scientific information.  Investigators can over-interpret the consequences of their discoveries while being 

encouraged in their enthusiasm both by society and by university administrators who must be prone to such 

exaggeration to justify the cost of research and education.   

 

Few would argue that there is difficulty and inefficiency in translating academic research from publically-

funded institutions to practical uses.  Fewer would agree on the problem(s) encumbering the transfer.  This is 

illustrated by an increasingly large literature on tech transfer and related activities.  
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A quick survey of the literature using a major search engine found more than 1800 documents on topics 

related to technology transfer and development by universities from the 1970s until 3
rd

 quarter 2013 with the 

number of publications approximately in single digits each year from the 1970s until the mid 1990s. Then, 

there was a rapid increase to more than 100 publications each year from 2003 through 2012.  The peak year 

so far was 2007 (154 articles) followed by a substantial drop in 2009, which may indicate the effect of the 

economic downturn and the need to pay attention to other matters rather than a lack of interest in TT.  

However, the number of articles has remained below the peak since 2007.  So far for 2013, the decrease 

seen in 2012 appears to be maintained with an annually adjusted total of somewhat fewer than 100 articles.  

Unfortunately, scanning a significant number of articles in preparation for writing this note, the decrease does 

not appear to be the result of anything like a consensus regarding what needs to be done with TT.  Instead, a 

multitude of sometimes conflicting ideas is still evident.   

 

While it is not possible for a short survey article to review all aspects of the literature, there are some 

important points to be made.  Two articles are summarized below, selected for their broad review of the TT 

situation.   

 

A couple of summary studies 

 

In 2006, P.H. Phan and D.S. Siegel
1
 published an extensive review of TT literature available up to that time.  

Perhaps more importantly, the authors provided a comprehensive report amalgamating more than 40 

selected articles into a single summary and analysis.  Although published in 2006, it still appears to be 

relevant, and it is certainly more comprehensive than anything else found for this note.   It serves as a useful 

starting point for discussing TT problems and prospects.   

 

Phan and Siegel: The effectiveness of university technology transfer 

 

TT strategies include licensing, science parks, incubators and university-based start-ups.  This 

is a somewhat broader definition than has been  used in some other reports.   A university decides on TT 

strategy, and the strategy determines the skills needed in TT offices.  The literature was characterized as 

“somewhat embryonic, with many unresolved managerial and policy issues”.   What specific organizational 

                                           
1
 Phan & Seigel (2006) The effectiveness of university technology transfer.  2: 77-144 
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practices, e.g. incentives, strategic objectives, and measuring and monitoring processes enhance TT?  Of 

course, definitions of effectiveness vary depending on the type of initiative, but two fundamental measures of 

success are money generated or the number of successfully utilized intellectual property (IP) items.  The two 

are not necessarily similar, since there are many IP items that may not generate cash in a short time-frame 

but may enable further development or commercialization.  Of course, the latter is more difficult to 

enumerate. Consequently, monetary measures tend to be most commonly used to assess TT performance.   

 

Phan and Seigel selected and summarized studies from the 1990s to 2005 and published extensive tables of 

the various studies.   The report contains: 

 

 Evaluation of 12 studies on the effectiveness of licensing of university-based inventions.   

 Review of six studies of science/technology parks.   

 Extensive review of 24 studies of university-based entrepreneurial activity, which included faculty 

involvement with biotech firms and entrepreneurial pursuits, determinants of start-ups, such as rates 

of formation and time-to-market and how royalties and even pay within TT offices correlated with 

performance.   

 

Summary and analysis of the compiled studies indicated that success of licensing programs was attributable 

to institutional (university) structure, organizational capability, and incentive systems encouraging researcher 

participation.  

 

The entrepreneurial lculture was critical, and perhaps surprisingly, the availability of venture capital was less 

important. The authors then provided detailed descriptions of three contexts for TT:  

(1) Institutional  level - policies, shared values & incentives 

(2) Organizational – business structure, information flow & legal 

(3) Individual – professional ethics, personal goals & knowledge and skills. 

 

Taking these one at a time, the authors concluded: 

 

(1)  Institutional  

Goals and priorities must be transparent and must be reflected in resource allocation.  This includes setting 

priorities.  For example, unless there is an unusual breadth and depth in multiple areas of technical expertise 

in a TT office, equivalent handling of, e.g. biotech and electronics, should not be expected.   This includes 

evaluating whether there is a history and propensity for technological commercialization in a particular field 

among faculty who can greatly assist in further TT.   

 

Competition with other institutions should also be considered.  As an example, it does not appear to be 

productive for a university with limited prior experience in biotech to launch a biotech initiative with an 

expectation of substantial revenue or job creation, especially if a nearby university already has such a 

program.   

 

Resource allocation decisions include strategic choices regarding modes of TT.   Two major TT modes are 

IP licensing and startups.  Licensing is more likely to establish a revenue stream.  In contrast, startups 

involve equity positions that may yield a profit later on.  An emphasis on licensing may be considered the 

tortoise with a slow increase over time in contrast to the hare-like startup route.  Startups necessarily entail 
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more risk, since the drop-out rate for new entrepreneurial endeavors is high.  However, the rewards can be 

substantial, if the enterprise ultimately achieves strategic development goals making it a target for public or 

industrial funding.  The startup route is more resource intensive, since it takes time and money to develop.  

The probability of having the expertise to cover both modes seems low for most TT offices of typical size.  

Consequently, a strategic decision needs to be made regarding which mode most suits a particular 

university’s academic community and probably also needs to take into account its industrial connections and 

intent to emphasize a particular type of industry.   

 

(2) Organizational  

A well supported result of TT research compiled from various reports was that an important organizational 

incentive is to shift royalty distribution to faculty.  This may be a particularly striking change since typical 

revenue retention by faculty was found to be 33%, but the recommended retention was 75%.  Such a change 

is recommended to encourage disclosures, some of which have otherwise been diverted to what has been 

termed “grey-market” activity.  Grey markets appear when a formal market process is not serving its 

designated clientele.  That much research is commercialized via the grey market is an overall good for 

society, but not necessarily for the often struggling TT office in the university where the work originated.   

 

The IP grey market
2
 has resulted in approximately 30% of university research being commercialized via a 

network outside of the “formal market”, i.e. without participation by the TT office.   Thus, many faculty have 

by-passed the TT office to commercialize IP through other means.  This alone should be a strong motivation 

to make the TT process more efficient, since it is one indication of the potentially marketable IP that already 

exists.   The dual incentive to decreasing grey market activity by increasing faculty royalty shares and 

improving efficiency of the formal TT process was further supported in a 2008 publication
3
. 

   

A controversial recommendation has to do with incentivizing IP commercialization by means other than 

money.  It has been proposed that tenure and promotion guidelines be modified to reward TT activity.  

However, this may infringe long-standing academic conventions by emphasizing and rewarding 

commercialization more than has traditionally been done.   This can be interpreted as a core organizational 

issue requiring significant change in what are now typical academic practices and values.   

 

Phan and Siegel suggested that an effective TT approach would be to adopt a value chain perspective on 

TT.  In an industrial setting, the value chain activities are divided into smaller pieces and assigned to partners 

and suppliers, since sufficient technical, legal and managerial expertise rarely are all encompassed in a 

university TT office.   TT activities include identification of technology and relevant markets and maintaining 

IP rights.  The TT office should expect to focus only on those activities where it has adequate expertise.  

Other activities should be carried out using outside resource providers.   This will result in greater efficiency 

for the TT process thereby improving the desire of faculty to make use of the TT facility and not enter the IP 

grey market or abandon commercialization prospects altogether.  Improved conversion to commercialization 

overall should result.   

 

 

 

                                           
2
 http://www.innovationexcellence.com/blog/2010/11/28/ip-grey-markets-at-research-universities/ 

3
 Markman, GD, Gianiodis, PT and Phan, PH. Full-time faculty or part-time entrepreneurs. (2008) IEEE Transactions on 

Engineering Management 55: 29-36 
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(3) Individual 

Phan and Siegel concluded by emphasizing the need for improving communication between faculty inventors 

and university administration, including the TT office.  Communication should be directed to improving the 

desire by faculty to submit invention disclosures.  The authors proposed that an important reason for lack of 

full disclosure was the result of insufficient communication channels between the TT office and university 

laboratories.   The communication requires, especially, time-resources from both TT officers and academic 

researchers.   

 

Reluctance to file invention disclosures by academic researchers includes a lack of motivation to file reports 

and give seminars to potential technology licensees because of the time commitment outside of typical 

faculty duties.  Administrative support was proposed as necessary for managing information associated with 

an invention as well as providing resources for skills that are unlikely to be part of an academic scientist’s 

skill set.  For example, if the goal is to form a business, then assessing marketing demand will likely need to 

be done by someone other than the academic researcher.   

 

A personal issue that the academic researcher interested in commercializing IP is likely to encounter is a 

decreased desire to share data with other scientists.  Since a significant part of most traditional academic 

research efforts is discussing information with other investigators relatively freely, an entrepreneurial effort 

may conflict with this norm resulting in an uncomfortable need to be secretive.   

 

Kenney & Patton:  Reconsidering the Bayh-Dole act and the current university invention ownership 

model 

 

Another summary and analysis article worth considering for this preliminary synopsis of some major topics in 

TT was published by M. Kenney and D. Patton in 2009
4
.  In a history of TT since 1980, the authors 

suggested that some early successes, such as the formation of Genentec and Cetus, may have built 

enthusiasm but also made it appear that biotech inventions were far more successful and lucrative than was 

revealed subsequently.    

 

Kenney and Patton also altered terminology associated with TT to include the term TLO for technology 

licensing office compared to the more typical TTO short for technology transfer office.  The authors argued 

that TLO is the real purpose of most university IP-owning or gathering organizations.  Then they asked, is 

TLO necessary for tech transfer? 

 

Engineering and chemistry have had long traditions of commercialization of university inventions, but interest 

in a similar path for biology is considerably more recent.  This also is reflected in differences in procedures, 

methods, and goals needed to commercialize ideas from different disciplines, especially biology compared to 

chemistry and engineering.  For example, the importance of patents differs among industries.  Some 

evidence is presented and references are cited in support of the notion that TLO involvement is useful in 

application of biological sciences but apparently less so in information technology and engineering.  Two 

examples stand out as particularly illustrative of biological TLO, albeit as dramatic contrasts in approach.   

 

                                           
4
 Kenney, M. & Patton, D. (2009) Reconsidering the Bayh-Dole act and the current university invention ownership model.  

Research Policy 38: 1407-1422. 
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Use of what may be termed the Cohen-Boyer (C-B) technology enabled the tremendous outpouring of gene 

cloning and expression with its associated patents is one example.   This is one of the most lucrative 

university-owned patents ever issued.  The C-B patent was non-exclusively licensed and that action may 

have fostered its application and broad use.  This and other such highly useful tools get embedded in a 

scientific community and will be exploited whether patented or not.  Moreover, the non-exclusive licensing 

and its low license price led to very widespread dissemination and use.  Of course only a few new 

technologies will ever prove to be so broadly applicable either commercially or as non-commercial 

technologies.   

 

In contrast, Kohler and Milstein placed monoclonal antibody technology in the public domain.  This was 

another enabling technology that is still a foundation both technically and commercially for the biotech 

industry.  Its importance and broad utility essentially assured that it would be used regardless of its patent 

status. In neither of the monoclonal antibody generating or C-B cases was patenting essential for their 

commercialization.  

 

Although not mentioned by Kenney and Patton, human stem cells may be the next example of such widely 

useful technology assured of implementation whether or not patents are in place to protect it.  In the 

development and use of complex technologies, no single innovation will enable the field. However, one 

patent may have a significant stifling effect on practical application or at least a significant segment of 

applications.  This may occur by making a particular process or step in stem cell applications prohibitively 

expensive or difficult to access because of restrictive licensing.  The inhibited step may not provide a stand-

alone application but can nevertheless block development.    

 

Careful consideration of licensing terms needs to be included so that full-spectrum commercialization 

becomes possible, especially for truly broadly applicable break-through technologies.  New patent legislation 

may also be required to prevent excessively prohibitive application of IP rights.  Since the goal of many TLOs 

- even if they are called TTOs - is revenue generation.  This is not necessarily the same as technology 

transfer and may be contrary to transfer if licensing is not handled in ways to enhance use of the particular 

technology.   

 

Questions regarding the best ways to enhance technology use have resulted in some confusion in 

TLOs/TTOs regarding their role and how to really act as technology transfer agents.   

 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

Of course there is considerably more information in both of the papers mentioned in this note.  The point for 

the moment is merely to illustrate some of the thinking regarding TT and open a path to further 

understanding regarding where TT has been and where it may go in the future.  Many suggestions have 

been put forward regarding improved practices and paths for TT.  The lack of consensus is not surprising 

and should not be particularly discouraging, but it does indicate the need for considerably more effort.   

 

Points of direct relevance for Nerac are the need for TT offices to avail themselves of outside expertise.  It is 

particularly important to encourage academic investigators to consider invention as part of their professional 

responsibilities.  The demonstration of depth and breadth of commercialization expertise available via TT 

offices has been well established as a key determinant regarding if or how a potential inventor will approach 

commercialization.  At Nerac, our analysts are able to provide evaluations of scientific, commercial and 
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patent potential.  Additionally, we provide expertise to help translate research into terms more amenable to 

presentation to entrepreneurs and thereby help to guide the communication process integrating technical 

language with market evaluations and ideas.   
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